
Revisit.

How to make sure you are learning properly and able to 
remember information you have learned in the past.





This is not 
going in!

I’ve been here for 
hours and I still 
don’t understand 
it fully.

Do you  ever feel like this?



There are two ‘phases’ of effective learning.

1. Thinking hard about what it is you are 
trying to learn.

2. Revisiting your work.



Phase one…Thinking hard.



“Learning ONLY 
happens when people 

think hard”

Prof. Robert Coe – Durham 
University



“Memory is the residue
of thought.” 

Daniel Willingham



The reason why you 
are good at ??? and 
can always 
remember how to 
do it well is because 
you THINK HARD 
about it over and 
over again.



Looking vs. learning

“Learning ONLY 
happens when 
people think 
hard.”

Seen 200 
times

X
20 people 

in the 
room 

= 
4,000 
looks

How many 
times in your 
life do you 
think you have 
seen a 50p 
coin?



Looking vs. learning

•So, what’s on the back of a 50p coin?

There is an image of Britannia (the female personification of Britain 
who gets her name from the Latin for Britain)

1. What is in her left hand?
2. What is in her right hand?
3. What is on the shield?
4. What is on her head?
5. What is at her feet?

No cheating!

A branch

Trident (not spear)

Union flag (not Union Jack)

Helmet

Lion

Rules; 
Hands up only, 
Must be a precise answer (like 
in an exam), 



We have seen the coin many 
times but we have not thought 
hard about it. Therefore we are 
familiar with it but we haven’t 
learned it…we don’t know it!

1. What is in her left hand?
2. What is in her right hand?
3. What is on the shield?
4. What is on her head?
5. What is at her feet?



To be emailed to you along with this 
presentation.

Please use them.

So, what sort 
of things do 
you need to 
do to THINK 
HARD about 
your work?



Slow in the 
show



11 thinking hard devices.

GROW, EXTEND, 
DEVELOP.
Flexibility of thinking
• Make connections
• Compare
• Extend

MAKE MEANINGFUL 
AND USEFUL
Analysis and application
• Prioritise
• Categorise
• Criticise
• Trends and patterns
• Practise

EMBED 
Knowledge and understanding
• Reduce
• Transform
• Deconstruct



Which device shall I use and when?

• Your teachers will guide you…but as time passes you will be able to 
decide which one will work best for yourself.

Your teachers will teach 
you how to think hard 
and revise in lessons.



Embed the knowledge and understanding

Reduce – pick out the key points from the 
information.
Transform – change the format of the information 
(e.g. words to pictures, numbers to graphs)
Deconstruct – break the information down into its 
parts or ‘chunks’ (e.g. formulae in maths).





Words to pictures
Pictures to words

Numbers to graphs
Graphs to numbers

??? to an anacronym.
Any ‘process’ into a flow chart

Experiment to a flow chart.



Reduce/ transform.







Main idea 1 Main idea 2 Main idea 3 Main idea 4

Chapter/Theme/Topic

Specific detail 
A

Specific detail 
B

Specific detail 
C

Specific detail 
D

Specific detail 
E

Specific detail 
F

Specific detail 
G

Specific detail 
H

Specific detail I

Specific detail J

Specific detail 
K

Specific detail 
L

Deconstruct: to break down a lot of information into smaller parts.



Belief Narrative Family Main characters

Star Wars – A New Hope 

The Force

Sith

Jedi

Prop 

Enigma 

Structuralist Father

Sister

Friendship

Han Solo

Luke Skywalker

Leia



Bay of Pigs 
Khruschev’s actions 

and response
John F Kennedy 

Actions and 
response

Consequences

Cuban Missile Crisis 

Cuban 
Nationals

A

Consequences

Fiasco
C

U turn?
D

Turkey
E

Brinkmanship
F

Communications
G

Role of Robert 
Kennedy

H

Saviour?
I

Détente
J

Downfall of 
Kh?

K

Short term?
L



Areas Volume Circles
Trigonometric 

formula

Formula

Rectangle 
= l × w

Triangle 
= 1/2  b 

× h

Trapezium 
= 1/2  (a + 

b)h

Cylinder 
= πr 2 h

Volume of 
pyramid = 
1/3  × area 
of base × h

Cuboid = 
l × w × h

Circumference = π 
× diameter, C = πd

Circumference 
= 2 × π × radius, 

C = 2πr

Area of a circle = π x 
radius squared, A = πr 2

Cosine 
rule Sin 

rule

Area of a 
Triangle

DECONSTRUCT

Taken from the article: ‘What Will Improve a Student’s Memory?’ By Daniel T Willingham 





Make the information meaningful and useful 
through analysis and application

Prioritise – put information into order of importance.
Categorise – put the information into ‘groups.’
Criticise – find fault with information or suggest alternatives 
or improvements or a different interpretation/opinion.
Trends and patterns – find ‘themes’ in the information.
Practise – repeat over and over again until you remember it.







Grow, extend and develop through 
flexible thinking.

Make connections – find links between parts of the 
information.
Compare – find similarities and differences in the 
information.
Extend – ‘take the information further,’ ‘build on it.’





Connection map; Maths

Triangles

Pythagoras

Rational

Angles Rules

Cuboid

Sin, Cos, Tan

Quadrilateral
Irrational

Integer



Combines;
Prioritise
Reduce
Transform
Categorise
Extend







Slow in the 
show







MUHAMMAD ALI 1942-… 
 

Muhammad Ali, arguably the greatest boxer in the history of the sport. He was born in 1942, in Louisville, Kentucky in the United States. He 

was named after his father, Cassius Clay, Sr., who was named for the 19th century abolitionist and politician Cassius Clay. He changed it to 

Muhammad Ali in 1964. He became a boxer at the age of 12. As an amateur boxer he won many titles, culminating in the Light Heavyweight 

gold medal in the 1960 Olympics in Rome, Italy. When Ali returned home to the states, he was so proud that he wore the medal around his 

neck wherever he went. After a week, he went to a café and ordered a drink. The waiter said “I’m sorry, we don’t serve coloured people”. Ali 

was so incensed by this! He had represented his country, won the gold medal, and come back to this kind of treatment. Muhammad Ali ripped 

from his neck and threw it into a river. Ali turned professional at the age of 18. Ali's record was 100 wins, 5 losses when he ended his amateur 

career. 

Ali became the World Champ at the age of 22. Clay was famed for his unorthodox fighting style. Rather than match his opponents with brute 

force, Clay brought tactics and strategy into the ring. With his fast-moving style, he was equally adept at dodging a punch as at delivering one. 

His fancy footwork soon became known as the ‘Ali shuffle’. Ali also fought a great psychological game, often beating fighters before they 

stepped foot in the ring. It was in the pre-fight build up to his first world-title fight with sonny liston that Ali famously said “I will float like a 

butterfly and sting like a bee”.  

In 1967, when Ali refused on religious grounds to be drafted into the US army to fight in Vietnam, he was stripped of his title and banned 

from boxing., two decisions he successfully overturned in court. This he achieved by defending himself brilliantly without a lawyer.  

In 1971, Ali lost the title to Joe Frazier. Ali went on to win it back and then fought in two of the most famous fights in the history of boxing; 

The Rumble in the Jungle, versus George Forman and The Thrilla in Manilla, again versus Joe Frazier. Ali is the only boxer to have held the  

World title on 3 separate occasions. Ali retired from professional boxing in 1981, at the age of 39, with a career record of 56 wins and 5 losses, 

and as a three-time World Heavyweight Boxing Champion. Throughout his boxing career Ali was won over 50 million $. Muhammad Ali 

became a Muslim around the age of 22, and a member of a group known as the Nation of Islam (or the Black Muslims) and was inspired by 

the teachings of Malcolm X. Muhammad Ali has been married 4 times, and has had nine children. There have been many films made of his 

life, most recently with Will Smith in the title role. Ali was awarded the coveted title of ‘Sportsman of the Century’ by the BBC in 1999. 

Although suffering from parkinsons disease, Ali still makes many public appearances. He refuses to allow his disability to beat him. He travels 

around the world doing great work for charity. 



Muhammad Ali

1. What year was he born? 

2. What year did he win the Olympics? 

3. What did he do with his medal? 

4. Why did he do that? 

5. “Float like a…? 

6. How many times was he married? 

7. How many children did he have?

1942

1960

Threw it in the river.

In protest for black civil rights

butterfly and sting like a bee”

4!

9!

Hands up only.





More test!

8. Where was he born?

9. What age did he start boxing?

10.What at age did Ali become world champion?

11.Which war did Ali refuse to fight in?

12.How much money did he earn as a boxer?

13.What religion was Ali?

14.In 1999, he was named…? 



Mind maps are brilliant because...

They combine; reduce, transform, deconstruct, categorise and make 
connections.

Mind maps ‘must see;’
• Google
• You tube

• Positively Mad Mind Map video.

• The science behind why they work.
• How to do easily and effectively.
• All the things you can use them for.
• Why they are so much better than simply copying notes.



How to do an effective mind map.

1. Page is landscape

2. Central focal image (trunk)

3. Key words / topics (branches)

4. Detail (twigs and leaves)

5. All lines are connected

6. One word/picture per branch

7. Use colour.









Reverse mind maps.

•Same process but in reverse;

Leaves -> Twigs -> Branches -> Trunk

•Lots of pupils prefer doing it this way…so try 
both!





Reverse 
mind maps.



Flip and fold.

Reduce, 
transform, 
prioritise



So…thinking caps on when you learn and revise!



Phase two…Revisit.



Beating the forgetting curve.

You MUST REVISIT the thinking hard resources you make AT LEAST FOUR TIMES!
So KEEP any revision resources you make or use in a folder.

The forgetting curve describes the decrease 
in ability of the brain to retain memory over 
time. The issue was first  hypothesized by 
Hermann Ebbinghaus in 1885.



Slow in the 
show





How do you go 
from this….

To this…

Or even  this?





You are if you focus your revision on 
what you need to.

• DTT = Diagnosis, Therapy and Testing.

• Know what you don’t know…and revise that.

• Turn reds to amber and ambers to green on your Personal 
Learning Checklists (PLCs), Question Level Analyses (QLAs) and 
trackers.

• Reduce your workload and stress. 



What should a revision session look like?

The Genius Hour.

•Review / Remember / Recall
•Gathering (5 mins)
• Think hard! (20 mins)
•Break (5 mins)
•Remember hard! (15 mins)
•Break (5 mins)
•Recall in a Test (10 mins)



20 mins ‘Thinking hard’
• You can use your notes for this bit.

•Use the thinking hard activities.
• Create some THINKING HARD RESOURCES e.g. reduce, categorise, 

connect etc.

• Do whichever technique works for you.

• Make your mind map – display them at home.

• Make a ‘flip and fold.’

• Record and play-back key information (auditory learners).

DON’T JUST SIT THERE LOOKING AT IT AND EXPECTING IT TO GO IN!



5 minute break.
show resilience!



15 mins ‘Remember hard’

•Whatever technique you have used, try to 
commit the information into your memory.

•Open-shut your book / notes.
•Use flip and fold.
•ACRONYMS – use the first letter of each word to 

prompt your memory.
•MNEMONICS – silly sentences to remember the 

order of something (Never Eat Shredded Wheat).



5 minute break.
show resilience!



10 mins testing yourself
• Self-Test.

• Parent to test.

• Re-do for Thinking hard technique from the start (complete a blank version 
and compare this one to the one you did earlier)

• Do a Summary Poster.

• Test in back of revision guides / workbooks.

• Complete a test on a recommended learning website.

• Exam question from your teacher or an exam board websites.

• Focus your revision on what you got wrong!

• Present to parent.

• Reward yourself!



Beating the forgetting curve.

Don’t forget you MUST REVISIT the revision you do AT LEAST FOUR TIMES!
So KEEP any revision resources you make or use in a folder.

The forgetting curve describes the decrease 
in ability of the brain to retain memory over 
time. The issue was first  hypothesized by 
Hermann Ebbinghaus in 1885.



Slow in the 
show



Parental Presentations.

Pupil presents for ONE minute 
on each subject revised.

Parents have ONE minute to 
ask and have answered all 
questions.





Please don’t forget the importance 
of learning and revising…



We’ll send this 
to you again.



We are going to…

• Email all these resources to pupils’ school email 
address and parents’ email address AGAIN.

• This includes the revisit booklet with all the revision 
worksheets (templates).

• Text parents to REMIND them that you have these 
fantastic revision resources.





Come on!
We CAN
do this!



Im
p

le
m

e
n

ta
ti

o
n

Effective learning and revision.

1. Whatever it is that you are trying to learn…do it by 
thinking hard!

2. Use the thinking hard devices and the booklet to 
help you.

3. Revisit key learning at least four times so that you 
can remember at least 80% of it.

4. Revise throughout Year 11.

5. Revise using the ‘genius hour.’


